
Building a Platformer – Tutorial 12 - Finale

Well, it’s done, finally!  This last installment is my chance to summarize the core workings of the game and also cover those last minute changes 
that seem to take forever.   

IMPROVED AI

Those guys could always fight, but could never effectively get at the player in a clever fashion.  As the enemies can move in the same way that the 
player can, I decided to have a go at some basic path finding.  The AI handling in Bruce is based on simply controlling the character as if they 
were a player by analyzing the surroundings and player position to decide what actions to take.  To give the enemies a bit more intelligence I 
created a function called CHECK_PATH(), which will return positive if the enemy can get to the player.  The function works by storing the player 
position then moving it in large steps until it arrives at the same height as the player, then moves left or right towards the player.  If the ‘node’ gets 
to the player position without colliding with a block or finding a gap of 4 or more spaces with no ladder.  This is checked for each enemy if they are 
standing under a ladder, then if the ladder leads to the player then the enemy will jump up and climb the ladder.



The green dots show a valid path check, and the red dots show an invalid one, as there’s a 5 block gap there.  If the path is not valid, but the 
enemy is still on a ladder he’ll head towards the player as best he can and jump off the ladder if need be.  The red dots show an invalid path, but 
Mr Green would still head toward Bruce and try to jump over, as the ladder handling takes over and sends Green towards Bruce.



AMBIENT SOUND

Some things are just plain noisy, and to take care of these properly I decided to add a small sub-system for looping and ambient sounds.  These 
work alongside the existing SOUND() function to position and play a sound, however they are single sound samples which are panned depending 
on an average position from multiple samples.  This also looks after looping sounds, the waterfall for instance now has an ambient sound.  It was a 
choice between expanding on the sound system or adding this separately, I felt that because there are so many sound effects it would be neater to 
keep that SOUND() function minimalist.  These sounds are accumulated each loop, then the average is position worked out and the sound is 
positioned and played. 

This system uses a typed array called SAMBIENT(), with just 8 elements as most sounds are spot effects:

type sambienttype
   x# y# r#
   count as float
   play as byte
endtype
dim sambient(8) as sambienttype

 At the start of each game loop the ambient sounds are reset (sambient_reset), then set as needed (sambient_set), then at the end of each game 
loop the sounds are updated (sambient_update).

TIGHTENING THINGS UP

Bruce has quite an accidental look to it, as the lighting tends to do it’s own thing, highlighting areas and shading others.  It’s certainly not 
intentional as I imagined a much more cartoony look to it when the project started.  There’s still that simplistic look but with high detail parts mixed 
in, a product of being a coder more than an artist.  It’s only when you look back at projects that you can really judge how they look, I’m happy with 
the results though.

As a project nears completion I tend to spend most of the time coding, so it’s nice to pop up for air now and again by adding something fun, 
touching up or redoing some artwork, adding sound effects.  It is nice to leave some jobs till late.  For instance I’ve added 3 more foot step sounds 
and added a variable to the block type to allow for a foot sound number.  This is different for each material, well 4 options doesn’t take long to work 
out.  There are 4 platform groups, roof, wood, stone, and marble.  A platform block can now have a footstep sound applied to it, and when it needs 
to play a footstep sound it can check the block under the foot and set the appropriate sound effect.

There has also been a couple of things added to make life easier, after some concerns that were raised about its difficulty from testers.  One 
awesome idea came from Skyrunner, the man responsible for Bruce’s soundtrack.  He suggested that if the exits had light emitting from them, it 
would be a smoother experience for first time players.  I think this really helps tie the screens together, as well as lighting the way.  It’s always a 



good idea to play the original often when remaking/re-imagining a game – I noticed that the lanterns highlight in the sequence that they should be 
collected in, it’s not vital but a valuable aid when a guess is the only option.  So now there are some colorful blobs spewing from the next lantern 
the player should go for.  It’s easy to become too good at your own game, so always listen to feedback – if we only made games for ourselves 
then it’d be a damn lonely hobby.



ENGINE SUMMARY

MAP LAYOUT

Bruce uses a 2D, typed array called map() to hold all the map information.  Each index in the array represents a 5x5 DBPro unit block, so the 
whole game map is a 640x250 grid representing 20x10 actual screens.  Each screen is 32x25, although the map covers only part of this space. 
Logic is controlled with command numbers that can be assigned to a particular index.  This might be to hide the block until a set number of 
lanterns has been reached, or to mark the start position of a staircase.  If the game demanded a more complex logic system then I’d certainly 
expand on this, but just using a few command numbers and a single parameter is enough to do quite a lot of logic.  The most complex part of this 
is the door handling, as the parameter holds the destination screen that the door leads to.

Each map index can hold a block value, which relates to the block() array.  This is also typed and it’s properties are set the setup.ini script file 
inside the media directory.  Each ‘command’ in the script is parsed and executed; this script file also takes care of a few chores, like loading 
images.  Each block has a group, collision state etc and by cross referencing the block() array with the map() array, the properties of each block 
can be checked and acted on.

See parts 1 (Newsletter issue 62) and part 3 (Newsletter issue 64)

MAP FILE FORMAT

The map file uses the same script parsing system as the media setup file, each index or piece of data is combined into a string, held in brackets 
and comma delimited.  One benefit in using a somewhat bloated system like this is that the format is not set in stone.  If I needed another 
parameter I could add it without affecting the existing data, often with pure data file formats it’s a nightmare to change or add to them.

See part 4 (Newsletter issue 65)

COLLISION

Bruce uses simple 2D array collision for the most part.  Each map index represents a 5x5 unit area, so simply dividing a real world position by 5 is 
enough to relate it to the 2D map array – so collision is quite straightforward and more importantly, fast.  A function call to CHARACTER_COL() 
will return the collision state for a whole character, and there are several 2D check functions as well.  Ladder detection and item collecting is 
handled in the same way, by checking the array index of a real world location and returning the relevant properties.

Alongside the index based collision detection, there’s also line based collision as well.  Each character is bone animated, so that means that each 



joint on a bone is represented as a limb.  With the limb positions, a ‘skeleton’ of collision lines is created for each character.  This is then used to 
check collision with lines.  For instance, when a character punches, their arm bone is checked for collision with another character.  This gives quite 
accurate detection, and does a good job of dealing with moving particle collision as well.  A deadly particle (a fireball maybe) can have a cross 
shaped check based on it’s size, plus it’s trajectory can be checked too based on the particles previous location.

See parts 1 (Newsletter issue 62) and part 6 (Newsletter issue 68)

CHARACTERS

All the characters in Bruce use the same system to track their state, movement speeds, animation frames.  They share a lot of animation modes 
as well, but there are a few differences here and there.  The animation modes are stored in an array called char_anim(), this stores the parameters 
for each animation mode, loop positions, speed, plus controlling factors like whether the animation is valid when the player is on the ground.  The 
animations are set up by passing all the parameters to the SET_ANIM() function.  Once all the standard animations are setup, they are cloned for 
each character with the CLONE_ANIM() function.  Then any tweaks are set after that to allow character specific actions, like swinging a sword.

When a character dies, their bone locations are used to form a particle skeleton with the PART_SKELINGTON() function.  The start delay is then 
set and after that reaches zero the character will spawn again in a puff of smoke.

I used CharacterFX to animate the characters, and they all have similar bone structures and animation frames, which made adding the boss 
character a breeze.  

See parts 6 (Newsletter issue 68) and part 8 (Newsletter issue 71)

AI

The AI system hijacks the character control, forcing the movement controls and analyzing the map as it goes.  A danger value is assigned to 
dangerous areas via the map array - so that the AI knows that it should try to duck for instance, when a fireball flies towards the character.  This 
also allows the character to detect and jump over fireworks.  The distance between the player and character is checked, along with the path check, 
and a visibility check that compares the characters direction with the players.  When the enemy is within range they will attack.  

See part 6 (Newsletter issue 68)

PARTICLES

The particle system uses 256 alpha transparent plains, which are pre-created then hidden until needed.  Each particle is controlled with a typed 
array called part() which stores the position and speed, fade mode, texture etc – then they are updated with a call to the UPDATE_PARTICLES() 
function.  Each particle effect is a separate function, starting with PART_ and taking whatever parameters they need.  Most of the particles work by 



passing the world position to spawn at, but a few only need the object number and some controlling parameters like velocity and texture image.
The particle update function is quite complex, to allow for all the different effects in Bruce.  Some particles are deadly, some bounce around the 
screen, and some spawn other particles.

The particles are added to an index array (part_stack) if they are inactive, then when a new particle is needed this index array is used to get the 
next particle number.  This means that each particle has a higher chance of living through its life – as only the dead particles get re-used.  When 
changing screen all the particles are cleared.  Particles can be locked to an object; the lanterns for instance have a glow particle attached to them. 
When the particle is updated and it is locked to a parent object, the visibility state of the parent is checked, and the particle destroyed if the parent 
is not visible.

See parts 5 (Newsletter issue 67) and part 7 (Newsletter issue 70)



FINAL THOUGHTS

It can often be difficult to let go of a project, at least the projects that are a lot of fun to work on.  Fate has a funny way of prolonging the 
development cycle, and I had my fair share with Bruce.  The only part of my PC that’s remained the same all through development is the case! – 
Then there were the inevitable reinstalls and that dark period when I ran out of coffee.  But apart from that Bruce has been a fun project to work 
on.  It’s practically vital to have a deadline though, and this 10-year anniversary issue of the newsletter is the perfect chance to finish Bruce up.

I think that the end result provides a pretty decent challenge for such a short game; there are some really nasty parts that people probably won’t 
get through first time.  The original game was a challenge too, the sort of game you completed over and over, trying to beat each other’s time or 
score.  There is quite a neat fireworks display for those who complete it; once you know the timings and stuff it’s not so difficult.

My favorite part of this project has to be all the little effects here and there, the spider in her web, the annoying moths, the crackling fireplace… I 
added these intermittently to break up the drudgework, after tidying a few screens or fixing a bug, I’d mess around with particles or sound effects.



Editor Controls

• Left and Right cursor keys to run left and right.

• Down cursor key to lie down.

• Up cursor key to jump.

• Control key to attack.

• Shift+Arrow keys to move to a screen.

• L to re-load the map.

• S to save the map.

• U to undo changes made on current screen.

• B to bring up the block selection screen.

• M to bring up the map screen.

• C to specify a COM and COM_VAL at the current position.

• Return to render a 2D lightmap 


